WHAT'S STOPPING CLOUD?
So with everyone talking about cloud and all of the benefits of cloud computing
why isn’t everyone diving in? The barriers to adoption can be classified into three
major categories: Personal, Technical, and Business.
Personal Reasons:
Personal barriers to cloud adoption are broad ranging and can be quite difficult to
overcome. Many IT professionals have fears of job loss and staff reduction as
things become more centralized or moved to a service provider. In some ways this
may very well be true. If more and more companies increase IT efficiency and
outsource applications and infrastructure there will be a reduction in the necessary
work force, that being said it won’t be as quick or extreme as some predict in the
sky is falling books and blogs. The IT professionals that learn and adapt will
always have a place to work, and quite possibly a bigger paycheck for their more
specialized or broader scope jobs.
Additionally human beings tend to have a natural fear of the unknown and desire
to stay within a certain comfort zone. If you’ve built your career in a siloed data
center cloud can be a scary proposition. You can see this in the differences of IT
professionals that have been in the industry for varying amounts of time. Many of
those who started their career in main frames were tough to push into distributed

computing, those that started in distributed computing had issues with server
virtualization, and those who built a career in the virtualized server world may still
have issues with pushing more virtualization into the network and storage. Overall
we tend to have a level of complacency that is hard to break. To that point I
always think of a phrase we used in the Marines ‘Complacency Kills’ in that
environment it was meant quite literally, in a business environment it still rings
true ‘Complacency kills business.’ A great example of this from the U.S. market is
the Kroger grocery stores catapult to greatness. When grocery stores were moving
from small stores to ‘super stores’ the retail giant at the time A&P opened a super
store which was far more succesful than its other stores. Rather than embracing
this change and expanding on it A&P closed the store for fear of ruining their
existing market. Kroger on the other hand saw the market shift and changed
existing stores to superstores while closing down stores that couldn’t fit the model.
This ended up launching Kroger to the number one grocery store in the U.S.
Technical Reasons:
Technical barriers to adoption for cloud also come in many flavors, but on the
whole the technical challenges are easier to solve. Issues such as performance,
security, reliability, and recovery are major concerns for cloud adoption. Can I
trust someone else to protect and secure my data? The answer to that question in
most cases is yes, the tools all exist to provide secure environments to multiple

tenants. These tools exist at all sizes from the small enterprise (or smaller) to the
global giants. When thinking about the technical challenges take a step back from
how good you are at your job, how good the IT department is, or how great your
data center is, and think about how much better you’d be if that was your
businesses primary focus? If I made widgets as a byproduct of my primary
business my widgets would probably not be as good, or as low a cost as a company
that only made widgets. If your focus was data center and your company was built
on providing data centers you’d be better at data center. co-location data centers
are a great example of this. The majority of companies can’t afford to run a Tier
III or IV data center but could definitely benefit from the extra up-time. Rather
than building their own they can host equipment at a colo with the appropriate
rating and in most cases save overall cost over the TCO of data center ownership.
Business Barriers:
Business barriers can be the most difficult to solve. The majority of the business
challenges revolve around the idea of guarantees. What guarantees do I have that
my data is: safe, secure, and accessible? Issues like the Microsoft/T-Mobile
sidekick fiasco bring this type of issue to the spotlight. If I pay to have my
business applications hosted what happens when things fail? Currently hosted
services typically provide Service Level Agreements (SLA) that guarantee uptime. The issue is that if the up-time isn’t met the repercussion is typically a pro-

rated monthly fee or repayment of the service cost for the time by the provider. To
put that in perspective say you pay 100K a month to host your SAP deployment
which directly affects a 20 million dollars per month in sales. If that hosted SAP
deployment fails for a week it costs you 5 million dollars, receiving a refund of the
100K monthly fee doesn’t even begin to make up for the loss. The 5 million dollar
loss doesn’t even begin to take into account the residual losses of customer
satisfaction and confidence.
The guarantee issue is one that will definitely need to be worked out, tested, and
retested. The current SLA model will not cut it for full-scale cloud deployments.
One concept that might ease this process would be insurance, that’s right cloud
insurance. For example as a cloud service provider you hire an insurance company
to rate your data centers risk, and ensure your SLAs against the per minute value of
each customers hosted services/infrastructure. This allows you to guarantee each
customer an actual return on the lost revenue in the event of a failure. Not only is
the cloud provider protected but the customer now has the confidence that their
actual costs will be paid if the SLA is not met.
Overall none of the challenges of cloud adoption are show stoppers, but the
adoption will not be an immediate one. The best path to take as a company is to
start with the ‘low hanging fruit.’ For instance if you’re looking at using cloud
services, try starting with something like email. Rather than run your own email

servers use a hosted service. Email is a commoditized application and runs
basically the same in-house or out, most companies are spending unneeded money
running their own email infrastructure because that’s what they’re used to. The
next step up may be to use hosted infrastructure, co-location, or services for
disaster recovery (DR) purposes.
Another approach to take is my personal favorite. Start realizing the power of
cloud infrastructures in your own data center. Many companies are already highly
utilizing the benefits of server virtualization but missing the mark on network and
storage virtualization. Use end-to-end virtualization to collapse silos and increase
flexibility. This will allow the IT infrastructure to more rapidly adapt to immediate
business needs. From there start looking at automation technologies that can
further reduce administrative costs. The overall concept here is the ‘Private Cloud’
also sometimes called ‘Internal Cloud.’ This not only has immediate business
impact but also provides a test bed for the value of cloud computing. Additionally
once the data center workload is virtualized on a standard platform it’s easier to
replicate it or move it into hosted cloud environments.
Most importantly remember moving to a cloud architecture is not an
instantaneous rip-and-replace operation it’s a staged gradual shift. Make the
strategic business decision to move towards cloud computing and move towards
that path over an alloted time frame with tactical decisions that coincide with your

purchasing practices and refresh cycles. Cloud doesn’t have to be a
unantainable goal or mystery, utilize independent consultants or strong vendor ties
to define the long-term vision and then execute.
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